
Control & efficiency 

Synergy Resources offers and 
supports a product that provides an 
interface between VISUAL and UPS 
WorldShip®, FedEx Ship Manager® 
and USPS. This integration gives you 
the ability to eliminate manual entry 
into VISUAL of the tracking numbers, 
shipment costs, shipping weights, and 
other information in UPS WorldShip, 
FedEx and USPS. Using this tool, you 
can track shipments directly from 
VISUAL.

The integration is a seamless 
interface. Using this tool, your shipping 
department only needs to enter a 
VISUAL Packlist ID, generated from 

Shipping Entry. After that Packlist ID 
is entered, all corresponding shipping 
information is pulled into the Shipping 
system for shipment processing. All 
shipment information is pulled directly 
from your SQL Server database 
to Shipping system with no other 
middleware in between. 

Revision Control
Streamlined Work flow // Track 
all shipments from within VISUAL, 
eliminating the need to use other 
systems.

Eliminate Redundant Data Entry // 
Enter a Packlist ID in VISUAL and all 
corresponding shipping information is 
pulled into the Shipping system.

SHIPPER CONNECT DATA SHEET

Shipper Connect 
Seamlessly integrate UPS/FedEX/

USPS shipping from within VISUAL 
dynamic invoicing //  real time data import & export   
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SHIPPER CONNECT DATA SHEET

Improve Tracking Accuracy  //  
Eliminate manual entry of tracking 
numbers, shipment cost, and  
shipment weight.

Accurate Data // The Report 
Launchpad tracks revisions, ensuring 
that you always have the most current 
and accurate data.

Customizable to Meet Your Needs // 
Shipper Connect can be customized  
to match the needs of your business.

Tighter Security // The Report 
Launchpad tracks revisions, ensuring 
that you always have the most current 
and accurate data

Getting to your data is 
easy, fast, secure, and 
reliable 

Dynamic Tracking // Track shipments 
from Order Entry, Order Management, 
Shipment Entry, and VISUAL CRM.

Dynamic invoicing // Actual freight costs 
can be added to your Packlist before it is 
invoiced.

Worldship Import from Visual // Allows 
the availability to import into the Shipping 
system per packlist the following 
information // Customer Name and 
Customer ID // Full Shipping Address 
// Phone, fax, and email  address // 
Shipment type // Order ID // Customer 
PO // Packlist ID

Worldship Export to VISUAL // The 
following information can be sent back to 
your database from the Shipping system 
// Packlist ID // Order ID // Tracking 
Number // Freight Cost // Ship Date // 
UPS Void flag // Actual Shipping Weight

Do you know where  your 
shipment is?
Shipper Connect can show you exactly where.

Synergy Resources provides a collection of proven 

add-on applications and services for your VISUAL ERP. 


